"Change The World" by Eric Clapton and Babyface

Difficulty: Intermediate

Intro

Listen to the full intro:

Guitar 1:

This is really the main theme of the song. Get this down and you're set.
Guitar 2:

This guitar part comes in the last four measures from above.

Verse

Ok. Don't let this confuse you. Check out the tablature below. All of this is one guitar part, but there is another guitar part hidden within the tablature. It is playing fills. At first I didn't like the way this was tabbed, but after playing it I love it! It really tells me which part comes in where. You'll see where the other guitar part is because it says "Guitar 2" on the tablature. Listening the the fill audio below will help a great deal.

Listen to the full verse:
Here's the main guitar part:

Here are the fills in between:

(Note: Audio is sparse, so if you don't hear anything for a sec, it's because there's nothing played.)

**Chorus**

F#m7       G#7       C#m7       D#m7b5
Listen to the full chorus:

Here's the rhythm:
Here are the fills:

Guitar Solo

The reason I didn't cover the second verse is because Guitar 1 is mostly the same, with only a few tiny differences. Also, Guitar 2 is played pretty much the same way as a backing rhythm for the solo below.

Listen to the full solo:

Guitar 1 (Fingerpicking) and Guitar 2 (Backing):
Guitar 3 (Rhythm Backing/Verse 2 Theme):

Guitar 2: (Solo)